ZedAI telcon 20090406

From zedwiki

**Note:** The 30 March 2009 meeting will be held at 1300h UTC. Find the meeting time in your geographical location (http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?month=4&day=6&year=2009&hour=13&min=0&sec=0&p1=0).
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Scribe

Present

Kate, James, Marisa, Per, Dennis, Josh, Stephen, Sam, Boris

Regrets

Ole, Kenny

Action Items

- Boris - minutes for the 0330 call
- Markus to add spec prose on cascading level for inline styles: "For the purposes of the CSS cascade, these values are considered author-level"
- Markus to create wiki page devoted to level issue
- Dennis: produce XForms+XHTML2 workbook examples, put on Wiki
- Dennis to post information about QTI to the list. (open)
- Markus fix ZedAI main page, (work started at [1]
  (http://www.daisy.org/zw/Authoring_%26_Interchange_Working_Group#What_is_the_Z39.86_Authoring_and_Interchange_Framework.3F)
) Markus to invite people for profile testing.
- Markus to ask the DAISY list about how newspapers/periodicals markup is currently being done.

Agenda

Current iteration end is next friday.

- Review remaining workitems this iteration: see table at F2F page bottom
- issues to focus on this week:
  - newsfeeds profile draft - status? [Kenny]
  - Metadata - status? [Matt]
  - attribution - early draft available in book profile @ SVN - needs more work this week [Markus, James, Marisa]
  - annotations - status? [Boris]
  - RDDL as RDF/a - need to sync with DAISY Online spec [Marisa, Kenny, Markus]

Minutes

- *Newsfeeds status*: a schema draft exists at the SVN. Metadata (and its backing vocab) the major thing missing at this point. Kenny reports that

www.daisy.org/zw/ZedAI_telcon_20090406
he will be focusing on that this week.

- **Metadata status**: @markus: contact Matt to see where we are and how we can help.
- **Attribution status**: a first version is available in book schema, but further work will be done by James and Markus during tuesday. After this, an announcement for testers to test it will be made.
- **Annotation status**: Boris: The annotation page lists the different options conceived so far. Fear that the use of RDF/a may be complex. The basic problem is that two things are being described: a) what is being annotated b) who is the annotator.
- **RDDL as RDF/a**: Is not a critical to resolve this issue in ZedAI itself right now. But -- because DAISY Online also needs to use a Resource Directory, we would like the two specs to be in harmony and user the same grammar.
- **XSD Review**: Ole found UPA constraint violations, Markus added XSD check to build system, and is now looking into how to best fix this.
- **MathML Feature review**: Dennis hopes to get time this week.

Telcon closed early to allow all to get on with work.
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